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Richard Brandon In the tradition of films such
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up a cold-blooded character study of a white

man in the middle of a violent act of self-
destruction. The story follows Hugh Glass

(Leonardo DiCaprio) as he escapes from an
American cavalry patrol in the Dakota
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Territory, circa 1823, with his friend, Left Hand
(Dominic Cooper) on horseback. They are in
search of "Fort Kiowa," a camp meant to be
their next destination, which is located deep

within a wilderness area. Glassy and Left Hand
are ordered to hand over their rifles. After

hearing several gunshots that are later proven to
be coming from camp members, Glass decides
that he will not comply with the order and he

instead opts to leave the American army soldiers
behind. He will eventually lose his left hand to a

British-Canadian fur trader named William
"Buffalo Bill" Cody (Jim Belushi). By the time
Glass reaches the fort, he is in bad shape as the

wound from his gunshot has begun to fester, and
has become an open wound. Glassy sells Buffalo
Bill a hand for an old Spanish knife and is given

a job with the fort, although he will later be
murdered by Bill's men for resisting Bill's

command to kill the two "half-breeds." Later,
Glass is captured and set on a wagon with his
dead and decapitated friend; he decides to kill
himself by slitting open his throat. The soldiers
are not able to stop him and the wagon he is on
reaches a river, where he falls into the water.
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